
The Liu-Ch'iu Words in the Sui-Shu 

BY 

Kurakichi SHIRATORI 

The appearance of the phrase Liu-ch'iu-kuo i';-fE 3:!t m or Liu~ch'iu in history 

dates from the Sui dynasty. A very simple account given under the 3rd year of 

Ta-yeh * ~ 607 A. D. in the Annals of the Emperor Yang-ti m * in the Sui-slnt 

~~ :;=, Chap. 3; a description of Liu-ch'iu-kuo, ibid., Chap. 81, Tung-i-chuan JF!_ ~ 

{Ii; and an article forming_ a half of Ch'en-leng-chuan ~ ~ ~' ibid., Chap. 64 ;

these constitute the entire literature on the country in those days. 

There exists no question whatever as to the identity of the two terms vfE ;:Jt and 

~ J3]t. However, if Liu-ch'iu-chuan f;-fE ;:Jt ,fJi in the Sui-shu be taken as a true record 

of events which took place iri the present Loochoo ;gfE J3]t Islands, so many difficulties 

arise that it is impossible to comprehend the documents thoroughly; This raises a 

question : How is it that this particular country came to be called Liu-ch'iu vfE ;:Jt, 

namely Liu-ch'iu ;gfE Jt ? And if this Liu-ch'iu-cht1an be taken as an account of events 

which took place in the present Formosa and informations obtained there, the diffi

culties above referred to seem to drop off. But then another question arises : How 

is it that the name Liu-ch'iu has not been handed down in Formosa, but transferred 

to the present Loochoo Islands? This being the case, Liu-ch'iu-kuo in the 

St1i-sht1 has been a difficult problem in the academic world, and various views 

have been presented by a large number of scholars of the East and West. Their 

arguments are varied in tenor. Their conclusions, however, we may safely assert 

to represent three views : one that assigns Liu-ch'iu for the present Loochoo 

Islands, ~tnother that assigns it for Formosa, and still ano_ther that assigns it for 

both the Loochoo Islands and Formosa combined. Of these three, which can 

_be the most probable ? Indiscriminate scholars unqualified for discernment have 
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been left to grope in the dark 

In the meantime, Mr. Sei WADA published a paper in the Toyo-gakuho, Dec., 

1924, entitled "On the Names of Liu-ch'iu ffi :P]t and Tai-wan ii: iij" in which he 

put forth a trenchant criticism and a sound argument based on the most adequate 

historical materials he had collected concerning the Loochoo Islands and Formosa. 

He concluded that Liu-ch'iu-kuo iJ1E ;:Jt ~ in the Sui-shu exclusively represented the 

present Formosa and also asserted that men of the Ming dynasty were resportsible 

for transferring the name to the present Loochoo Islands. To my great satisfaction., 

this paper of Mr. W ADA's was one that decisively solved the most difficult problem 

of long standing. However., his argument somehow did not carry the academic 

world as I expected it would., for Mr. Fuyu IFA pub}ished a paper in the T0'o

gakuho, No. 2, Vol. XVI, July, 1926, entitled "A Doubt on Liu-ch'iu in the Sui-shun 

in which he gave a somewhat compromising view that Liu-ch'iu-chuan in the Sui

shu includes facts relative to both the Loochoo Islands and Formosa. According 

to Mr. IF, the country which Chu K'uan * l: conquered was Formosa while one 

Ch'en Leng ~~~·conquered was the Loochoo Islands. Hence his conclusion. If 

he had gone so far as to suppose that the country Ch'en Leng conquered was also 

Formosa, his conclusion would have been similar to Mr. WADA's. I was then look

ing forward to a speedy appearance of papers in this vein to follow one after another:> 

but I was quite disappointed. Mr. Kenzo AKIYAMA, in the Rekishi-chiri, Vol. LIV 

No. 2, Aug., 1928, contributing a paper entitled "Re-examination of Liu-ch'iu-kuo 

in the Sui-shu ", discussed the entire document of Liu-ch'iu-chuan from the side of 

the Loochoo Islands and offered a theory aggressively detrimental to Mr. W ADA's 

Formosan theory. This was a considerable surprise to me. 

Soon after publishing this view of his, Mr. AKIYAMA paid me a visit, requesting 

me to give my interpretation of those Liu-ch'iu words. I consented and as I became 

confirmed in my view after an elaborate research on the matter, I gave my humble 

opinion on I-chou ~ rJ+l and Tan-chou .1l ~H at a session of the Toyoshi-danwakwai 

(Oriental History Symposium) held in October, 1929, in which I .stated that they 
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belonged to a branch of the Malayan language and had no relation whatever to the 

Japanese or Loochoo language. In spite of the fact that Mr. AKIYAMA was one of 

those. who were present at the meeting and listened to my address, there was no 

indication that he changed his old views. The following year M. HAGUENAUER, 

French scholar on Japan, contributing a paper entitled "Le Lieou-k'ieou kouo du 

Souei chou etait-il Formosa?" to the Bulletin de la Maison Franco-Japonaise, T. II, No. 

3-4, supported Mr. AKIYAMA's Loochoo theory from the standpoint of a folklorist. 

So the Loochoo theory came to revive and so~e Japanese scholars blindly followed 

it. In the face of this situation, it seemed impossible even for Mr. WADA to keep 

silent. In the Rekishi-chiri, Vol. LVII, No. 3, he published another paper entitled 

" On Liu-ch'iu · in the Sui-shu Again " and revised and elaborated his original 

views into better form in order to emphasize his points. 

Four years have passed since Mr. WAnA's publication of his theory. The present 

trend i;n the academic circle of the Liu-ch'iu-kuo question is not clear. In my point 

of view, however, this question has been definitely settled. So far as the question 

as to whether t-fE ;:jt was the Loochoo Islands or Formosa is concerned, there is 

neither necessity of discussing it again nor any room· for doubt. However, there 

is one important aspect neglected, though considerably bearing upon this problem 

on the one hand, and deserving an independent investigation on the other. It con-

. cerns of an interpretation of the Liu-ch'iu words handed down in Liu-ch'iu-chu4n 

in the Sui-shu. The present writer lectured on it some six years ago; · but since 

he ha.s not presented it to the academic circle at large, he has decided to give 

it here again with some revision. 

The Loochoo language was generally considered a foreign language to a Japanese> 

no more intelligible when spoken or legible when written than Korean or Chinese. 

As its diction and grammar were studied, it proved so similar to the Japanese lan

guage that none would now regard it a language foreign to Japanese. But to what 

extent is it similar ? Is it only a dialect of the Japanese language with the relation 

of parent and child? Or is it to be regarded a sister language with Japanese? On 
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this point, opinions of the scholars may not agree. If there is a considerable dif

ference between the two languages, it is perhaps due to the fact that the Loochoo 

people separated, in an a~chaic age, from the Japanese to occupy the southern islands. 

Contact of the islanders of Y aku ffi A., Tane t:W: r etc., with the . southern 

parts of Kyushu, such as Osumi and Satsuma, no doubt took place at a 

very remote ancient time,. but the first visit of the southerners to the Japanese court 

recorded in Japanese history dates only from the Empress Suiko 1l ti ;I( ~- In the 

Nihon-shoki S * ii 7t-t. and the S hoktt-Nihon-gi ~ S * me, we read, under the 24th 

year of the reign of the Empress Suiko 616 A. D., first of the naturalization of three 

Y aku tii f~ people and then of the coming of some islanders of Tane $- f!I, Amami 

~ ~, Toku f/f ]r&, etc., offering tributes as a token of their allegiance during the 

period between the reign of the above-mentioned Empress and that of the Empress 

Koken ~ ~ft "J( ~ (616:_75 8 A.D.). ] have no objection to the usual supposi~ion which 

assigns Y aku * ;ff{ for the present ffi A. ; Tane $- jfiffi for 1:IB: r ; Amami ~ -~ for 

Amami Oshima ~ ~ -jc 1h; and Toku fit~ for 11\. And the period above-men

tioned corresponds to the Sui and T'ang dynasties in China .. · Then there is no doubt 

that the people who occupied the Loochoo Islands when the Emperor Yang-ti 

tl 1Jf, during the era of Ta-yeh * ~, attacked a place named Liu-ch'iu-kuo vfE :,.jt 

ffl, were the forefathers of the present Loochoo people. 

Therefore, the supposition that Liu-ch'iu t-fE ;:Jt which Chu K'uan and Ch'en 

Leng conquered during the Ta-yeh era refers to the present Loochoo Islands, 

as some people insist, raises a question whether there was a place called by that 

name in this archipelago. The Chinese pronunciation of the two characters t-fE ;:jt 

is litt-ch'itt. Since neither the Loochoo nor the Japanese language has no "1" sound 

in it, it is inferred that there was no place called by a name pronounced exactly litt

ch'itl; and since there is no "r" sound in Chinese and the Chinese used to substitute 

an " 1 " for an " r " in transliterating a foreign word containing an " r " in it, the 

original name the Chinese transliterated Litl-ch'itl may well be supposed to have been 

Riu-ch'iu. However, the Loochoo language like Japanese has no word beginning 
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with an " r " sound. Any word in modern Japanese beginning with an " r " sound 

is either a Chinese word or one from some other foreign language. Ritt-ch'iu as it 

is pronounc~d in these two languages is a forced corruption of the Chinese Liu

ch' iu. The Japanese in sorri.e districts, feeling difficulty in pronouncing an initial 

"r" sound of a Japanese word, sometimes change it to a" d" sound. For instance, 

the people at Kagoshima in. South Kyushq may corrupt Ron-go fiffi3 ~ to Don-go. 

This is also the case in the Loochoo Islands. To give a more proper example, the 

island people can formally pronounce the Chinese name :&-fEJ;Jt Riu-ch'i1,1, but com

monly pronqunce it Dtt-kiu or Du-ch'it,t. 

From the foregoing it may be safely asserted that as the Loochoo language has 

no " 1 " sound and no word beginning with an " r " sound, there was absolutely 

no place among the Loochoo Islands called Riu-ch'iu during the Sui dynasty. Some 

men who contend that Liu-ch'iu i7-fE ;:Jt in the SNi-shu refers to the present Loochoo 

Islands may explain it away as a name given by the men of the Sui dynasty. But 

the fact that th~ name is given as 1IJ. :::Jt in the Sh6ry6shu ft•~~ a collection of 

writings by Kcmo-DAISHI rJL. i£ * ~rji, viE ;f0Jt in the Yenchinden 1H! ;lb 1i (The Life of 

Yenchin, a Japanese Monk) by Kiyotsura MrYosm .=. -/;J-n!-r fr, and ffi J3Jt in the 

Wen-hsien-t'ung-k'ao 3t. tlf\ ~ ~,-the fact that the name is not given by the uniformal 

cha~acters would prove the word as nothing but a Chinese transliteration of some 

foreign word. The Loochoo language has no " 1 " sound and no word beginning 
... 

with an "r" sound; whereas the native language of Formosa has both the sounds 

and also words beginning with an "r" sound. From this fact, it may be inferred 

that Liu-ch'iu-kuo in the Stti-shu refers to Formosa. 

It would be impossible now to elucidate the name transliterated by the char

acters vfE ;::Jt or the meaning it has. The nine Liu-ch'iu words given in Litt-ch'iu

chuan in the S ui-shu have not yet been completely explained. Before attempting 

an investigation of the words, we must first make out the circumstances under 

which these words are used. The passages· needed for our reference follow : 

"Liu-ch'iu-kuo vfE ;.jt_ II is situated among the sea-islands in the east of Chien-
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an-prefecture g! !:/i!: Ji. It may be reached by making a five-day-voyage. The land 

has many mountainous districts. The chief's surname is Huan-ssu ~lv:, JW and his per

sonal name K'o-la-tou y-1£ JU .!58. As to his ancestry, his succession to the dominion, 

and the number of generations before him, nothing is known. The natives call 

him K'o-lao-yang 1:iJ ~ .:¥,: and his wife To-pa-t'u $ tt ~- The place where they 

dwell is called Po-lo-t'an-tung iJJf. ~ i:I ffiIJ. It is trebly girt with moats and walls 

and surrounded. with running water. Trees and shrubs form walls. The chief's 

hall extends along sixteen columns, and is engraven with. birds and animals .... 

The country has four or five shuai @1[1 or chiefs, who rule the several t11ng ifiIJ or districts 

which are ruled by hsiao-wang 1J, .3:: or lesser chiefs. The tung often contains 

villages. The ruler of a village is niao-liao-shuai .~ Y @rp ; only a brave warrior is 

appointed. He is quite independent from others and manages all the affairs of the 

village."-<1> 

"As the Emperor Yang-ti m * ascended the throne, (Leng~) was appointed 

Piao-ch'i-chiang-chiin II it#~., and in the 3rd year of Ta-j!eh }( ~ (607 A.n.), Wu

pen-lang-chiang rte lt i~ #~- Three years later, taking with him Chang Chen-chou 5:R 

i.i ]!J in the rank of Chao-ch'ing-taju }fi.J] mlf }( ;k, and over ten thousand soldiers of 

Tung-yang Ji{ r£ (Chin-hua, Che-chiang #Jf iI ~ *), Leng embarked from I-an~ !:/i!: 

(Chao-an, Kuang-tung ~ Ji{ ¥-i1v-J jj:) for the purpose of attacking Liu-ch'iu-kuo. In 

more than a month, they arrived. The Liu-ch'iu people, seeing war-vessels for the 

.first time, took them for traders and often came out to trade. He first sent 

Chen-chou forward as vanguard. Huan-ssu K'o-la-tou, W( ;]:/fr 1-1£ fU :ffi, the chief, 

sent an army to counter-attack them. Chen-chou often defeated the enemies. 

Leng advanced and reached Ti-mu-t'an-tung f! Yll i:I ffiIJ. Huan-SSll Lao-mo IX m 
~ ffi, the lesser chief, of the ft.tn~{!, or district resisted them with his• men. Leng 

(1) The Sui-shu, Chap. 81, Tung-i-chuan. 1JfE ;j<: ~ m 1~ ,!J.ih z t:p; 1¼° ~!?/12 JiJJt, 1J'c :rr .:Ii El W ~. ± 
$ Ill wm, ~ 3: fr~ Iii :J!1r .a:, 45 ¥-l!i J!!U .:!E, ~ ~p ~ !:El * ~ ~ 1'\; ID: t!!, ~±A~ z ~ i:iJ ~ ~' ~ 1=1 ~ r/k 1k, Yr 
m I=! Ylt;fl;J:Jttffl!, t421t-W=.1t\:, fi~ mE1}:, Jtt!il!~ r-/if, 3:Yf mii>, ~*--f-:f-;: FJi, ljj~U~Wc ... ~~Im .:Ii 
~~;t;tt~t/lll, t/lIT~ 1J,3:, 1i k ~;H, ;H;;f;i" .~o T ~~,~~~'./~~~ x'.'., § tfilttf jJ_, ~-HZ*· (~;j:~l\ 
-r--, ~~tt) 
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defeated the enemies and slew Lao-mo. The day grew so drizzly and dark that 

officers and men became frightened. Leng killed a white horse and offered it to 

the sea-god as a sacrifice. Presently the day began to clear up. Dividing the army 

into five divisions, he attacked the capital. K'o-la-tou came forward with an army 

several thousand strong to counter-attack them. Leng sent Chen-chou forward, 

and the vanguard, with an attack, put the enemies to flight. Leng, following up 

the victory, chased the runners up to the fences. K'o-la-tou fought with his back 

to the fences. Leng attacked with his very staunchest fighters. The battle lasted 

from eight o'clock in the morning to two o'clock in the afternoon, and the fiercest 

was not over. K'o-la-tou, as his army was exhausted, retired within t1?-e fences of 

his accord. Leng, filling up the moats, destroyed the fences. He slew K'o-la-tou 

and captured his son Tao-ch'ui J!Js M- Taking several thousand men and women 

as prisoners, he came home. The Emperor was SQ delighted with him that he 

promoted Leng to the rank of Yu-kuang-ltt-taju ti -3t ffiff~ * x, without removing 

him from the post of Wtt-pen jit'.J§f:."(1l 

The social organization of Liu-ch'iu-kuo in the Sui dynasty may roughly 

be seen from· the foregoing passages. At that time the land was divided into four 

o:t five districts; there was no king to rule the whole country. The land consisted 

of several ttmg f]EJ or districts, the heads of which were called chiefo. The chief who 

was attacked by the Sui army was Huan-ssi::i Wik·Wr by surname and K'o-la-tou by 

individual name and his dominion was called Po-lo-t'an-tung i!:k: ff-lH!UJEJ. Under 

this chief there was a lesser chief whose name was Huan-ssu Lao-mo "1k j't)r ~ ffi; 

and whose estate, Ti-mu-t'an-tung 1£ ~ ii flm, The tung or district was again made 

(1) The Sui-shu, Chap. 64, Ch'en-leng-chuan. tiffefPw,fHliHI~'.$, **=-'.lf-iHt .taB:lO!-, 

1~ =- ~. ~ lF~ lrM * ~31 ~JN.I,~~~*~~ A, § ~ !:Ji2 m, #ir, ~ ¥5lE 3.!t ~, )=! i'f. W :¥, Bit 3.!t A 1}] Ji~ iat, 

J-~~ i€l51m, 1:1: k i~~ i:f:i ~ ~. ~lf-3~~:r=t-, ~®lJNJ, ~ ,1s~, ;it.:E. Wimr~ }!!U :rti if *HI '/AA, ®lJNJ imfi~ 

;z:, ~~:¥1l&tii/P!, ;lt11',:±f/lkWT~~l-f-3*m:'/AA, ;f~?iJlJcz, ]jyr~~, ;It B ~"ffifjtiJ~;, )~±J:&tl, tl 

3ffJ Sm, J?H'..=1i1H$, ~rnJ~rHli, 7}-~:li'.rlf, @;itti E, n'~:$1]:rtl$~W:=fNHg, ;J"£f!®l)NJ, X,ls~fil-E 

z, ;J"£*ll½~~~t:¥;1e!;tillt, r~ }lllJ :rti 1f 111lt w \lir, ~£~~fiz, ?/:.m£*, ,g: wm7F }~t, r~ }!111 :rti § .12J:~mz. 51 "A 

*'•;ff~ t.N( !lW, ~ ;i;~ ;le!; *'11t, iWr 1-ffi 3r-lJ ~. ~ ;it-J- ,lit f~, ~~ix~ =f 1TIJ llit., W -j-.;_ ·J:tt, ~ tl w ;f:; 76 ITTfR * ':k, ~ ~ 

trn"Mc (~:t:~1<-r--1Z11, ~~t,) 
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up of some villages, the rulers of which were called Niao-liao-shuai ,Wb 7 gr[J. The 

natives in respect called their chief K'o-lao-yang "i:iJ ;r§ ==p, his wife To-pa-t'u ?fr~~, 

and their son Tao-ch'ui !fi1s tiffi. 

The proper nouns in these quotations are all that is handed down of the language 

recorded in the Sui-shu. Though only nine in number, they would constitute the 

most important material, should they be the oldest Liu-ch'iu y;--fE ;:jt language. In the 

light of what language should one explain these Liu-ch'iu words ? This is the ques

tion which should have confronted every scholar interested in this problem. Since 

I am one 'of those who take Liu-ch'iu in the Sui-shu to be Formosa, I have 

always thought it the most proper attitude or method in approaching this pro

blem, to investigate it, in the light. of the native Formosan language. However, 

owing to the fact that unfortunately I am eritirely ari. outsider as to the Formosan 

language and there was no adequate dictionary available, it seemed impossible to 

explain these Liu-ch'iu words in that ·way. But a clue of investigation pre

sented itself, to my great joy, as I carefully and. repeatedly studied the last part 

of Liu-ch'itt-chuan where we read: 10 ff f/{l: r-f.i -Ji~ ii A 1ff 11[, ~ Jill J!rIDJ A, rl<l 

jii ;&t ffi-, ~ A %lt ~ Z, t-fE >it~ ;ft£, m :1]1 -g 11[, ~ ¥ 5E z. "At first Leng ~ took 

with his army some foreigners from southern countries. The Kun-lun J!rR tl1@J 

men among them understood the Liu-ch'iu language quite well. One of them 

as a messenger was sent to negotiate with the Liu-ch'iu people. But as they 

refused and attacked the Chinese army, Leng fought and put them to flight." 

Kun-lun was the name which th~ Chinese of the Sui and T'ang dynasties gave 

to the dark-skinned races scattered in the South Seas and what the Chinese of the 

T'ang dynasty called the Kun-lun language referred to Malayan, the common lan

_guage of the South Sea Islands. The fact that Chen Leng employed a Kun-lun 

man in negotiating with the Liu-ch'iu chief suggests that the language had so much 

resemblance with Kun-lun or Malayan. This put me studying and comparing these 

Liu-ch'iu words with the Polynesian languages such as Malayan, Javanese, etc., 

which brought forth the following results. 
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(r) .~ T grp. That .~ T g111 was a name for the village head is readily seen 

in the quotation from the Sui-shtt. Only this term is us~ally spelt .~ T @r!J in the 

versions now available ; but according to Mr. Fuyu IFA's investigation; Liu-ch'iu:_ 

chttan t-fE :rjt tr!} in the Wen-hsien-t'tmg-k'ao )t j]t fill~ quoted by Mr. Gisuke SASAMORI 

in his Nankai-tanken i¥j 1fffi ~ ~ (South Sea Expeditions) gives the name as )~ T grp :(1l 

and according to Mr. Sei W .AnA's enquiry, the Ts'efu•:.Yiian-kuei -im; H1 ft SOO, Chap. 

5 99; also gives )~ T gr\J :(2l Thus it is evident that this word is transliterated ,[% 

T flr[J as well as .~ J grp ; and it is not easy to decide which is the right· form. 

Mr. IFA favours U-liao-shuai .l% 1,. grp, saying that the word has something to ·do 

with the ancient Loochoo word ura-o .. roi or treek-invaders.(3l In· the face of the 

fact, however, that Liu-ch'iu:_kuo in the Sui-shu is not the present Loochoo Islands, 

this interpretation could not be accepted. Opposing this interpretation, Mr. Yoshi

nori INo presumes niao-liao-shuai .~ T g1[1, to be the right form and · says, "The 

south Fu-chien pronunciation of the two words .~ T being !iau-!iau, it may be in

fefred that the term has something to do with larke!akeha!, a word for a band· of 

youths formed according to the custom of social organization· ·a·mong the. Pazet 
~ 

tribeC4l ; . otherwise it may be that the word shuai f~r[1 denoting a warrior was added 

to a transliteration of this term or some corruption of this.· term ? "<5l I am all for 

his dividing this transliterated term into two· parts .~ T and @rp, but I cannot agree 

upon Mr. IN6's interpretation. 

A study of the quotation from the Sui-shu shows that :~ T flr\1 seems to be an 

honorific for the village head who won the post by virtue of his bravery in fighting. 

In the Malay languag~ the head is u!u or hu!u which is an Indonesian ~ord m·eaning 

the head ; it has become obsolete since it· was commonly replaced by the Sanscrit . 
kepa!a. But the word is still employed for the head of a. sovereign and in some 

. (r) "A Doubt on Liu-ch'iu 1J1E ;Jt in the Sui-shu", the Toyo-gakuho, Vol. XVI, pp. 256-257. 

(2) "On Liu-ch'iu-kuo tJIE;jt~ in the Sui-shu Again", The Rekishi-chiri, Vol. LVII, No. 3. 

(3) The Toyo-gakuho Vol. XVI, p. 256. op. cit. 

(4) One of the ancient aboriginal tribes of Formosa. 

(5) Taiwan-bunk .. ashi, p. 18. 
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special dialects.<1l The head is u!u in the dialects of Java, Sunda, and Bisay; hu!u 

in the Lumpung language, and o!o in Togai. The chief or leader in the Kawi 

language is u!u. <2l It is quite a common custom throughout the world that the 

word for the head is employed as an honorific. Uht in the Kawi language for 

the chief must be an honorific derived from the miginal meaning the head. 

Likewise, a chief in Japanese is called kashira :ITT{ (head), in Chinese Tou-mu 

~ I§ (head-eye), and the autocrat in English a head. It follows that ,\% T 

u-!iau in ,\% T §Ip must be a transliteration of a Malay word u!u, an honorific for the 

chief derived from the original meaning the head. It is also inferred that, @r[J in 

,\% T @r[J being similar to filrp in the phrase ~ filr[J meaning a chief in Chinese, it was 

combined. with the Chinese transliteration of u!u. Should this interpretation be 

acceptable, the .~ T filrp in Liu-ch'iu-chuan must be a mistake in copying, and must 

read ,\% T R~. 

(2) j:jJ ::t§ ~- The term K'o-lao-yan with which the Liu-ch'iu natives called the 

chief might be a form of honorific. In the Malay language, an adjective meaning 

magnificent, sublime, majestic is rqya. <3l In this language it is customary, in 
;, 

changing an adjective to a noun, to add a prefix ka and a suffix an to the stem. 

For instance, the adjective kuat meaning strong, when ka and an are added to both 

ends, becomes a noun ka-kuat-an meaning strength. In a similar way, when ka and 

an are added to the above-given stem rqya, the noun ka-rqya-an meaning magnific

ence, sublimity, or majesty, is obtained. j:jJ ;ls$ k'o-!ao-yan the Liu-ch'iu word 

should be regarded a transliteration of the Malay word ka-rqya-an, a form of 

honorific derived from the meaning of magnificence, sublimity, or majesty. This 

is quite similar to the way in which is formed the English honorific majesty or 

highness, or the Hungarian honorific nagy.fag; which corresponds to his majesty or 

his highness. 

(1) J. WILKINSON, Malay-English Dictionary,.Part I, p. 60. 
(2) FAVRE, Grammaire Javanaise, p. 74. 
(3) WILKINSON, A Malay-Engl£sh Dictionary, p. 320. 
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. (3) ii fU '.3'E, In Ch'en-leng-chuan in the Stti-shu, the name ofthe Liu-ch'iu chief 

is given as f#r ;l-lfr ii fU 5tl, but in Liu-ch'iu-chuan, Wik ;f+]r is given as his surname and 

ii fU ~ his personal name. It is thus evident that Wik ;l-lfr and ii fU ~ each stands for 

a word. According to Mr. INo's interpretation, the names the Pazet tribes-men can 

assume are all traditional and limited in number. As one of the traditional names is 

harato, Mr. INo supposes K'o-la-tu m fU 5tl to be a transliteration of the word.(1) His 

view is, however, based on the assumption that K'o-la-tu is a proper noun, the sur

name of the chief,-a plausible view if the paragraph in the Stti-shu should be 

taken literally. The Oriental countries, however, have a custom . to avoid the 

names of high dignitaries such as kings out of respect and to call them by honorific 

titles instead. So when a Chinese goes to a foreign country and asks of the 

natives the name of their ruler, they , usually give in response his title, not his 

name. The Chinese fails, however, to understand the similar circumstances and 

takes the title for a true name, and as the title happens to be a. long one, he 

· often divides it to two parts, calling one a surname and the other a personal 

name. One or two appropriate examples may be given here. lf7o-jen-chttan 1t A 1-:W: 

in the Wei-chih ~ ;t,~ records Pei-mi-hu J1i! ~]i ~ as the name of a queen ruling the 

northern part of our Kyushu and Pei-mi-kung-hu --1'-fi i3 Uf (a reversion of lip~ ~m 
PP.) as that of a. king reigning over the southern part. As the compiler of the 

TVei-chih gives the. names of the two rulers, believing them to be their real surnames, 

the reader has never doubted his statement. However, it is not likely that the. sub

jects of Wo-kuo ~ ~ called their rulers by their surnames. So so.me time ago I 

put forth my explanation of both terms as titles ; J1i! fi PP.. being an abbreviation of 

the Japanese ftme-mikoto or honourable princess, and l1r-- i3 ~ Pf being another of 

the Japanese ftko-mikoto or honourable prince. Again under Tung-i-chuan * ~ 1i 

in the Sui-shu, Chap. 81, where the name of the King of Wo-kuo ~~is given, it 

reads~± #i ITTiJ ~, ~ $ flj ,'G', J:t f~, ~ ITTiJ ~ l~ !Ji. "The surname of the Japanese 

(1) The Taiwan-bunkashi, p. 16. 
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King is A-mei ~ !ffi:: ; his personal· name To-li-ssu-pi-ku ~ flj }rE, Jt f~ also called 

A-pei-chi-mi irnJ It ~!Uffi." IITiJ ~ is a transliteration of the Japanese a1ne x; ~ flLfsi, 

J:t 1J]l that of Tarasijiko Ji.~; and P11J .Ii~~ jjlj that of ofo-gimi 7c;f@;. J( 1 ~ * Ame

no-Tarashihiko was the honorific title of the Emperor Yomei ffl ~!}j ;!( ~' not his real 

riame. The Chinese ofthe Sui dynasty, however, did not understand the significance, 

but, according to their own custom, took piiJ ffj; (~R) for the surname and ~ flj }sl, 

lt 1~ (,}E ~) for the alias. This book also gives kimi it~ EiiIB (;@;) as the honorific 

title of the empress, but it is only a common form of address. 

If the Chinese of the Sui dynasty, in.giving the nan1es of the Japanese rulers, 

erroneously gave their addresses taking them for their real names, one may suspect 

that they made a similar mistake in giving the name of the chief of Liu-ch'.iu-kuo. 

The Sui-shtl gives K'o-la-tou ri wU !5B as the real surnanie of the chief. But can 

it be right? The Malay word for king is rcitu. In Java, persons of either 

sex in the direct line of the king are all called ratu. At present the Malayans in 

conversation use this term for their own sovereign, but they do not use it in 

writing. <1> Occasionally they use this term for a foreign sovereign, especially a 

foreign queen. Lat-tu JU !,E in K'o-la-tou rl JU !JB in the Stti-shu is no doubt the 

transliteration of this ratu . . Then what does· this character m at the beginning 

mean ? Since there is no " r " sound in Chinese and the Chinese feel difficulty in 

pronouncing it, they often introduce it with a· guttural prefix such as ka, /!,a, or ha 

when they transliterate a foreign word beginning with an" r" sound. For instance, 

the Sar_iskrit rqja, radja (king) is transliterated Ko-lo-she ~ ~ M and Russia Ko-lo

ssu 11; a jlfr. If this interpretation should prove acceptable, the Liu-ch'iu word 

K'o-la-tou ii :fij !JE is not a proper noun, but a common noun for a king. 

(4) iEl fHf. The truth of the foregoing speculation may be proved from 

another point. In Malay and Javanese, the king's dominion or country is paratuan 

or karatt1tm. In these languages, an addition of the prefix pa and suffix an to ratu 

(1) WILKINSON, p. 311. 
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(king or chief) composes a word meaning a land over which a king's reign extends, 

and consequently a country or kingdom.(1) Po-lo-t'an i.Bl *-l fl in Liu-ch'iu-chuan 

is surely a transliteration of this paratuan, m\?,ning the land under the chief's direct 

control. 

(5) :;fs ~- Ch'en-le"ng-chuan in the Sui-shu records Huan-ssii-Lao-mo 11& ~W ;fs m 
as the name of a lesser chief of Liu-ch'iu Country. This is perhaps another term 

which may be separated into two parts : Huan-ssu ¥1& Jlfr and Lao-mo ~ ~' 

as in the case of Huan-ssu K'o-la-tou Wik JJH ii frJ !Je. In the context in Ch'en

leng-chuan, Lao-mo reads as the real narrie of the lesser chief. But can it not be 

an honorific title as in the case of K'o-la-tou? In Malay and Javanese, rama is 

used for father though only in very specific writings. And in the Kotoringin 

dialect a prince is called rama. (2) Evidently this is an instance in which an 

honorific title for a prince is derived from the meaning of father. Another 

instance of a similar n~ture in Malay may be given. In this language, the head 

or chief of a locality is called a demang, and in the Balak language father is 

called daman.,g. I hp,ve already referred to the fact that in Japanese and Loochoo 

languages " r " sounds are corrupted to " d " sounds. This is true of the 

languages of the South Sea Islands : for instance, rima (five)· in the Kisa language 

is dimi in Malgashe; duwi (two) in Javanese, and dtta in Madra, is rua in Ma1ga

she. If "r" sounds and "d" sounds are thus interchangeable in the Malayan 

languages, demang or damang meaning a chief is no doubt a corruption of 

rama meaning father. This is not a view for which I alone am responsible, for 

Mr. Wilkinson does also so observe. I am of opinion, therefore, that !ao-mo the 

Liu-ch'iu word is a transliteration of rama a Malay word, originally meaning 

father, but ~dopted in the Liu-ch'iu language as a title for a lesser_ chief. 

In the foregoing, I have explained how the Chinese of the Sui dynasty, feeling 

difficulty in pronouncing the Liu-ch'iu word ratu, transliterated it K'o-!a-tott m :fU Em, 

(1) FAVRE, Grammaire Javanaise, p. 75. 

(2) WILKINSON, p. 317. 
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adding a guttural sound as a prefix. If the Liu-ch'iu word Lao-mo be taken 

as a transliteration of rama, should not this word be likewise rendered K'o-lao-v10 

ti ;{s m with a guttural prefix? · A qy.estion may be raised as to why this is rendered 

lao-mo :;;ls ffi instead. For th~s two answers may be given. The first is that though 

the Chinese, in transliterating a foreign word beginning with an " r " sound, and a 

guttural or a vowel prefix for the purpose of facilitating the pronunciation, some

times they do not take that trouble. For instance, in the Chinese translation of the 

Sutras, Ra.hula, the first son of Yasodhara, is rendered Ko-lo-tieh-lo ,/:_;,b ~ 1/1i!; !f.l or 

Ho-lo-tieh-lo ffJJ ff.I rpi!; ff.I, but sometimes Lo-hou-lo ff.I §f~ f.i. The second is that, 

when the Chinese of the Sui dynasty heard the Liu-ch'iu word rama, they actually 

pronounced the word harama or arama, but wrote it lao-mo ~ 1~. 

In Mr. INo's view, Huan-ssii is a transliteration of the Pazet word kaishi for 

house. Moreover, damori one of the conventional accepted words used among the 

tribe as male personal na1nes ; since as a characteristic of this tribal language, 

" d " sounds and " r" sounds are frequently interchangeable, damori is pronounced 

ramori. Therefore, lao-mo in the· Sui-shu may be a transliteration of ramori, a 

corruption· of this damori. (I) I cannot agree on this argument, but the fact that 

"'' d" and "r" are interchanged in the native language of the Formosans is 

worthy of serious consideration. 

(6) 1~ iHI- Should the foregoing argument be accepted as correct, a chief, 

sovereign, or king in the Liu~ch'iu language was K'o-la-tou ti JrJ iJB and lesser chiefs 

under him Lao-mo ;fs tt. In accordance with the grammar of the language, the area 

under his direct controfwas called pa-ratt1-an iEl ~ 1:i meaning the sphere of influence 

of a ratu or king. The territory of a lesser chief likewise should be called pa-rama

an meaning the sphere of influence of a rama. Why is it then Ti-mu-t'an {,It iii iW 

in the context of the St1i-shu? Now this is a very difficult question. The two 

words 1~ yfi are inferred to have been pronounced tei-1m1t, tai-mut, in the Sui period; 

(1) The Taiwan-bunl{ashi, p. 18. 
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they may be taken as a transliteration of dema, dama, a corruption of rema or rama. 

When a lesser chief is rendered in the Liu-ch'iu language rama, rema, namely 

~ ~, it may appear hardly reasonable that, in the case of pa-rema-an meaning the 

territory of a lesser chief, rema, rama should be corrupted to dema (dama) and 

the.ri transliterated tei-mut (tai-vmt) 11 y}i in the S ui-shu. Such a phenomenon, 

however, is by no means impossible. For instance, a king in Javanese is ratu, 

consequently a king's palace strictly should be ka-ratu-an, but it is, in practice, pro

nounced ka-datu-an.<1l From these instances, we_ may say that if the lesser chief 

was in the Liu-ch'iu language lao-mo, namely rama (rema), his territory_ would be, 

strictly speaking, pa-rema-an. However, it is possible that this word was occasion

ally corrupted to pa-dama-an. Such being the case, 1! y}i tl given in the Sui-shtt 

as the lesser chief's territory may be explained by inferring that pa ilt the initial 

letter was omitted and the middle part dema (dama), a corruption of rema (rama) was 

transliterated by the characters 1! rJi. Then, what the last word 1~ may stand for 

as a transliteration requires further investigation. 

It is evident from the context of the Sui-shu that the territory of the chief was 

called flt~ 1W yin] and that of the lesser chief 1! & 1~ ym). It is most interesting to 

observe that the character 1f occurs in either phrase indicating territory. The territory 

of the chief being pa-ratu-an, po-lo iEz ~ may be considered to stand for pa-ra and 

t'an tl for tuan, the ending of the word; whereas, in the case of pa-ifema-an meaning 

the territory of the lesser chief, there is no ending to be represented by {ft. There-

. fore, the supposition of this 1ft as the ending of the word would fail to explain these 

words satisfactorily. After elaborate research I have found out that,· in Malay and 

its kindred languages, land is tdnah, which exactly corresponds with the Chinese 

character tung yin] at the ends of the phrases. Is not t'an tl a transliteration of this 

word tdnah? According to this supposition, the chief's territory in full should be 

parattt-an tanah; but on account of the repetition of the similar sounds, it was abbreviat-

(1) W. HUMBOLDT, Uber die Kawi Sprache, II, s. 66. 
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ed to pa-ra-tan i.Bl J!ldl. ; and the lesser chief's territory in full should be pa-dema

an tdnah ; but because of its great length, the initial sound pa being omitted and the 

n in an assimilated with the t in tdnah, the transliteration 14£ 1£ Hl demattan was ob

tained. In Javanese there are two words for country, pa-ratu-an and ka-rattt-an; 

the strict difference between the two being that the former means the king's dominion 

and the latter the king's country. In order to express the dominion of the king, 

therefore, it was necessary to add another word tdnah at the end. Should this infer

ence be acceptable, land in the Liu-ch'iu language was tanah, and t'an tl. its 

transliteration. 

(7) VMU'lJr. The Sui-shtt gives Huan-ssu ¥/#UW in Huan-ssu K'o-la-tou Vi :llJr ii 

11 !Jtl as the chief's surname and K'o-la-tou ii 11 ~ his personal name. Then 

Huan-ssu VJik J}]r in Huan-ssu Lao-mo VJ& ;J:l[r :;;ls ;j;i the lesser chief should be his sur

name and Lao-mo 5fs m his personal name. However, if K'o-la-tou should mean 

the chief and Lao-mo the lesser chief, as already stated, Huan-ssu surely was only 

a sort of title, not a surname. In addressing a governor or magistrate, in Java

nese, the honorific title kanqjeng is prefixed. For instance, Mr. (Honourable) 

Pangeran is addressed Kancfjeng Pangeran, and an honorific for a king is sang. For 

instance, Sang Raef/a is His Highness the Radja-racfja being the Sanskrit for king.(1
> 

The Liu-ch'iu word should have been an honorific title which corresponded to 

kancfjeng. If so? Ix JW ii 11 !:>'E should read Kangcfje Karatu meaning His Highness 

the chief, and VJ& ;ti)r 5/s m should read Kangdje Rama meaning His Highness the 

lesser chief. 

(8) $ "tt ~- The Liu-ch'iu word given for the king's wife is To-pa-t'u $- t/.it ¾· 

This again might be another honorific title. The Malay language has tuwan a title 

used generally for men only of European nationalities, but for both men and women 

of some rank among the Malayans.(2l Tuwa in origin meant mature age. The 

Madecass word for the fttwan in Malay and Javanese is toumpon, tompon, tompo, topo} 

(1) FAVRE, Grammai're Javanaise, p. 6r. 

(2) WILKINSON, p. 206. 
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tope.<1) In a Malay dialect, tuwan seems to have been pronounced tt,1ban since it is 

given as tbattn in Mr. Klaproth's table.<2) This is surely a mistranscription of 

tuban. I am of opinion that this word originally read tupan, but in the course of 

time it came to be tuban, tuwan, tuan. Thus To-pa$, tx in {ff,- W:: '¾ the Liu-ch'iu word 

was no doubt a word which corresponded to the #tban, tmvan above-discussed. 

According to Mr. IN6, taatah is a title for an old dame among the Pazeftribes, which 

corresponds to the Chinese title Ta-lao-ma * ";£ ~.~. He takes To-pa-t'u ·{ff,- :!-tit~ as 

its transliteration. <3l I am of opinion that his view cannot be wide of the mark. 

There are many instances in various Polynesian languages where a "b" sound is 

replaced by a "w " sound and then this "w" sound is lost and the vowel which 

follows it making up a syllable by itself. For instance, the moon in Malay is bulan, 

wulan in Javanese, wulana in Malagashe, and ulong in Bugis. If so, it may be inferred 

that taatah in the Pazet language, originally read tabatah, then tmvatah, came to be 

finally taatah. Were such changes effected in this language, To-pa-t'u {ff,- :!-tit ~ in 

the Liu-ch'iu language should be regarded strikingly similar to tabatah the older 

pronunciation of taafah. 

(9) !ih M- The paragraph previously quoted from Ch'en-leng-chuan in the Sui-shu 

contains a passage which reads 1jfr- fj fU Em, Ji ;W_: r J/ls if;Uf[. "He slew K'o-la-tbu and 

captured his son Tao-ch'ui." At a glance, one would suppose that both K'o-la-tou 

and Tao-ch'ui were proper nouns. But if K'o-la-totf in the Liu-ch'iu language was 

a common noun meaning king, is it not possible that Tao-ch'ui also was a·common 

noun commonly used among the Pazet tribes meaning king's son? According to 

Mr. INo, taut is a word commonly used among the Pazet tribes as a man's name. He 

supposes ~ tUf! the transliteration of that word.<4l I am not inclined to accept his 

views readily, but I have then no definite view of my own to offer regarding the 

(r) HUMBOLDT, Uber die Kawi Sprache, Bd. II. S. 256. 

(2) KLAPROTH, Asia Polyglotta, p. 380. 

(3) The Tawan-bunl{aslii, p. 16. 

(4) The Taiwan-bunlcashi, p. 18. 
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same. If I should be invited to present a theory, may I not venture to state : Since 

there is, as previously shown, an instance in the Sui-shu where wu ,f.?, is confused with 

tao ~, this tao ~maybe considered likewise a mistranscription for wu ,f.?,. Malay 

has three words for child,-putra, anak, and bttdak, of which ptttra is a borrowed 

word from Sanskrit ; anak and budak are native. And from budak may be derived 

wudak and udak, Wu-ch'ui ,f.?; tB!f 111ay be a transliteration of the word. Now, in 

Malay a king's son is dnak raja or petra.(1) Anak raja is a phrase meaning a king's 

son, while petra in Sanskrit is simply a child. It would not be wrong to suppose 

that a king's son was simply called Wu-ch'ui in the Liu-ch'iu language. On the 

other hand, the existence of the custom to call a king's daughter tiJan petri with an 

honorific tfian before petri (girl) may suggest that a title. was used before Wu-ch'ui 

in the case of a prince in the Liu-ch'iu language. 

Should there be no serious error in my argument given at considerable length,. 

you will see from a linguistic study that Liu-ch'iu-kuo in the Sui-shuwas Formosa, not 

the Loochoo Islands. The reason why Formosa is not definitely mentioned in 

Chinese classics is perhaps because of the rough sea between this island and the con

tinent proving detrimental to voyaging and because of the fact that Fu-chien prov

ince jjtj ri ~itr situated on the other side of the strait communicated with the other 

Chinese provinces so seldom that the province was regarded quite another world, 

or because the civilization of the Formosan natives was so low that they had no 

eager desire to seek Chinese civilization in the face of the rough sea, and because 

their island was so spacious, so fertile, and so full of natural resources that they were 

assured of self-supporting existence, with no need of demanding for resources from 

abroad. However, it is impossible to believe that such a large island as Formosa 

had been left unnoticed by the Chinese up to the Sui period. 

Dr. IcHIMURA published a paper entitled "On Fu-chien and Formosa Prior to 

T'ang Time" in the Tqyo-gakuho, Vol. VIII, No. r, Jan. 1918, in which he asserted 

(1) A. SwETTEMHAM, Vocabulary of the English and Malay Languages, p. 95. 
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that Liu-ch'iu-kuo in the Sui-shu refers to Formosa which was known as I-chou ~ 

~+! at the Three-Kingdom period. The ground of his argument is the exact coin

cidence of the account_ of I-chou in the Lin-hai-shtti-t'u-chih lftt y-~J: 7j'( ±~by CH'EN 

YING j;:t ~ with Liu-ch'iu-chuan, namely an account of Formosa in the Sui-shtt. No 

one can protest against his assertion. The earliest account of I-chou in history 

appears under the rnd year of Huang-itmg '.tit %t, (230 A. D.), the San-kuo-chih, .=:.Ji~

As the document has much bearing upon my argument which I am to present in 

the following pages, it will be quoted here. 

"(Sun Ch'iian :fffi 1fi) dispatched Generals Wei Wen ff ii and Chu-ko Chih ¥if 

j; ul[. Commanding 10,000 armed soldiers, they embarked on the sea; seeking 

I-chou ~ ~+! and Tan-chou !if. m·l• · Tan-chou lies across the sea. The tradition 

handed down to _the elders says that Shih-huang-ti of Ch'in * #.#. ~ 1'.f sent out 

the magician Hsii Fu 1i Wt&• Taking several thousand boys and girls, he embarked 

on the sea, seeking the sacred mountain on P'eng-lai ~ * or the island of eternal 

youth, and· Hsien-yao 1111 ~~ or the elixir of youth. They remained on the island; 

they have not come back. In succeeding generations they have been multiplied to 

be several tens of thousands of households. The natives often come to Hui-chi 

jr tf for selling cloths. The Tung-hsien * ~ people of Hui-chi once voyaged. 

Some of them were drifted by a storm to Tan-chou. The island being too far and 

remote, they could not reach it, but came home, taking several thousand I-chou 

people with them."l1) 

If the present Formosa was known by the name of I-chou to the. Chinese at 

the Three-Kingdom period, it may have been heard of also during the Han dynasty; 

however, we find in the classics no name which corresponds to it. Under Wu-ti 

~ :L'ili in Ti-li-chih :l'lli 3:_ffi ~ in the Han-shu, we read ~ ffi fro: j} tf * ~~ A, 5t ff-b = 

(r) ~ ~]1[1fWirlil. f\f ~ ihl, ~ fF.J ±1.r{ A y~!#IJ, ;jt ~ B-!iJJz!f. B-li, !II. ~-H~#Ij: i:p, :&~~~. *rtf1 :£%. Will: 
JJ ± 1~ )ii/ii, ;!~ ir ~ Ji --J;:: t!i:. =f Al\. #Ii, >lt Iii ~ )ii~ 111 JJz 1~1 ~' ll:. Jf:t B-ii 7F l:ffi, 1tt 1:ffl ffic ~ • ~ ~' ;)et J: A ~ 
~~~•ffl~~~-~UA#IJ~~~~-~8~I~~M~Mffl.7Fm~~ffl~~~-=f 
A~- {=- ~ ;\l;;:;'R:*-~=1ffitl i,W.) 
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+ fbi ffim, ~ 1ff. $f 31~ /BJ~~ ~ "Beyond the sea of Hui-chi there live the Tung-ti 

people. The country is divided into more than twenty provinces. It is said that 

on special occasions, they come to pay tribute." As· to Tung-ti here mentioned, 

some scholars presume it to refer to the present Loochoo Islands or Formosa. In 

the Fang-yen jj f§ by YANG HsruNG tli 1i:tt a phrase reads " The Wu men of 

Tung-ti offered curious articles as tribute. Jti ffii ~ A lr~ ]b." And Wei-tuju !Ja 

f/S FJtt(1) by Tso T'Ar-cH'UNG 1r. A ?J:j:t reads "Hereupon Tung-ti submitted to 

order ; Hsi-ch'ing abided by the law ; Ching-nan were moved by mercy; So-pei 

adored goodness." ~ 7~ * ffel gp ]=}, Es fj )l[W ~tit, i~ r-;g ·ff 'If, 1!lJ ~t }TII, ft!!. Here 

Tung-ti is interpreted as the savages of the east. However, these were surely 

composed on the basis of Ti-li-chih in the Hanshu ; this was by no means new 

knowledge obtained at the Later Han and the Three-Kingdom periods. It is most 

interesting to notice that a phrase under the heading Y en-ti ~~ :L't!! in Ti-li-chih in 

the Han-shu that reads " In the sea of Lo-lang there live the W o people ; the 

country is divided into· more than a hundred provinces. It is said that on special 

occasions, they come to pay tribute," 7': J~ y~ jf,j: i=p ~ ~ A, '.):J"- :1W; 13 ~ ~' ~ ~ ~ 

;31{ r~ ~ ~, and it is exactly similar in phraseology to the passage describing the 

• 1Tung-ti people. The W o people are described under the heading Y en-ti because 

they communicated with the Han dynasty by way of Lo-lang ~~ ¥N.; and the Tung-ti 

people are given under the heading Wu-ti because they paid tribute to the Han 

dynasty through the province of Hui-chi Wf ;ft. In view of the fact that Hui-chi

prefecture '@;- ff J·~ at Han time comprising the southern part of the present 

Chiang-su iI ~ province, Che-chiang l}fr iI, and Fu-chien ifii ~' Tung-ti Jill fr.il in 

the great sea stretching in the east of this province and important enough to be 

compared with W o-kuo ~ ~ could not have been any island other than the present 

Formosa or Loochoo Islands. 

If Tung-ti at the Former-Han period must refer to either Formosa or the 

(1) Wenhsiian :t ~, Part 1. 
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Loochoo Islands, is it not possible to suppose the name to refer to the present 

Formosa, namely I-chou of the Three-Kingdom period? As the Chinese had since 

ancient times called the savages of the east the Tung-i Jfsf. ~' some may infer that this 

I-chou was only a general indefinite name of a similar nature. However, according 

to Wu-chih previously quoted, I-chou and Tari-chou a~e given as countries lying 

across the sea beyond Hui-chi, which definitely proves that I-chou was a name 

given to a particular island. True, the character ~- in ~ rJ+l is now pronounced i, 

but was it similarly pronounced at the Three-Kingdom period? In the general 

introduction to Tung-i-chuan, the Hou-Han-shul1l the meaning of Tung-i Jr!_~ 

is explained thus: "The Wang-chih x ihlJ says that the easterners are called I~- .~ 

is similar to 1It• It means that they are benevolent and merciful to all the living. 

Every thing is born only when rooted in the earth. B~ing meek and obedient in 

nature, the people are easily ruled with justice. There is even a land of virtue and 

no death." :£ tJJIJ F-1, JI{ jj 8 ~' ~ 1f- 11 -tg, ~ t: 1m ff 1:., f-t l/o/111 :l'tl!. ri'fi ~' "tx "J( 
'Ii* )l[i, ~ ~ m: $:P, ~ ~;@; r ~ ~ z ffl ~ Thus the compiler of Tung-i-chttan 

interpreted the character ~ as 1! or root. Whether this interpretation is correct 

or not, it is hard to tell. According to the Shuo-wen rot )t and other ideograph 

dictionaries compiled after it, the character ~ has the following meanings : 1f 

smooth, lJ easy, -j(. great, 1~ to in~ure, ~ to mow; but no meaning of root is 

found anywhere. In my opinion, this interpretation of ~ to be tl root was a 

personal view of Fan Yao T~ a,, not the accepted view of the academic circle. What 

was the compilers' ground for putting forth such a view ? The character ~ had 

~;,--•-·"-~-,~+--<--n.•· ·---~--.-,-- bes·1aes z~- an Oicf f'ronllnciatio!l tez.whfch 1s s·1mllar fo ti 11 in pronunciation. May 

this not have been the reason? According to MR. KARLGREN's dictionary, the 

present pronunciation of 1!; is ti, the Canton pronunciation is tai, and the pro

nunciation at the T'ang period was tiei, while the pronunciation of~ always has 

been and is i. But the present pronunciation of the characters ~ and 1!( based on 
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the same scheme of pronunciation as~ is both t'i, the Kiang-tung pronunciation is 

t'ai and the pronunciation at the T'ang period was d'iei, so similar to the pronuncia

tion of ti 1! that it may be considered that the character ~ before the T'ang period 

had the same pronunciation as i!, To interpret words with a similar pronuncia

tion for words with a similar meaning in an etymological study is a habitual resort 

a Chinese scholar relies upon in his etymological work; Fan Yao 1[ at also followed 

suit. The reason why he definitely explained the character ~ by "?J~ is similar to 

i! " ~ ~ i! {g is perhaps because .~ was at his time pronounced tei like i!• 

- If~ was actually pronounced tei like iJ\::, a similar relation must exist between the 

character ti ffil in JR ~~ and the character~ in~ m·1. According to Mr. KARLGREN, 

the present pronunciation' of 1P~ is t'i, the Canton pronunciation t'ai, and the 

T'ang pronunciation was d'iei. This word and 1! have exactly the same pronun

ciation. JR in JR fr,i~ being a Chinese word-an adjective added because. of its 

locality in the east of China, ffi~ must be the true name. Tung-1:ei-kuo JiR #.tie ii of 

the Former Han period was I-chou of the Three-Kingdom period; and both refer 

to the present Formosa. 

Now that I-chou ~ y;)-1-l of the Three-Kingdom period is presumed to have been 

the present Formosa, where should we locate Tan-chou :i: V'J'I which appears with it ? 

In his paper previously referred to, Dr. lcHIMURA sets it down as Ch'iung-chou-tao 

~ fl'l ,~'.i, namely Hainan. His reason is that while Sun-ch'iian-chuan 1ffi tii 1:W: in Wu

chih ~ ~ says that the generals were dispatched to conquer I-chou 9~ YJ'l·I and 

Tan-chou ff. YJ'l·I, Liu-hsiin-chuan ~ 3ffil 11.l;t and Ch'iian-tsung-chttan ~ ~ 1:W: mention 

Chu-ai ~~ m and I-chou ~ YJ'i·I instead as the lands to be conquered; so both must 

refer to one and the same affair. Tan-chou then must be Chu-ai; and moreover, Tan

chou -ff v-l'l was located in Chu-air* m in the T'ang dynasty; and from the fact that 

tan 1fi and tan :If. are of the same pronunciation, it follows that Tan-chou was Chu

ai Ii ffi, namely the present Ch'iung-chou.:tao ~ fl'I ~- However, this assumption 

is confronted with several difficulties. In the first place, Tan-chou at the Three

Kingdom period was a vast island on the great sea in the east of Hui-chi. This 
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accounts for the association of this island with the tradition of the emigration of 

Hsu Fu 11k fiij§)j. On the other hand, Chu-ai because of its southern locality had been 

called since the Han' days Nan-tao ppj t,;. Secondly, it was said that Tan-chou was 

so far on the sea from Hui-chi that no Han people had ever been there. However, 

Chung-chou-tao was well-known to the Han dynasty, and two provinces Tanerh Ifilj. 

:If and Chu-ail* ffif having been established therein already in the Former Han period. 

Thirdly, the fact that {Ji in Vi' 1-1'1 is pronounced tam, while ff. in :fll. tl+! is tan, proves 

the difference between the two places in the point of their pronunciation. For these 

reasons Tan-chou ff. tJ+I cannot be regarded as Tan-chou ff fM. In Dr. FuJITA's view, 

Tan-chou is considered Tan-fu-lo Jft :J(_ ~ or the ancient name of Chi-chou-tao irJf 1-M ,!t!; 

off the southern coast of the Korean peninsula. This view has perhaps been hinted 

on account of the resemblance of the name Tan-chou Jl tJ+I with tan Jft in Tan-fu-lo 

Jf'.lc x ~- ~hi-chou-tao was known by the name Chou-hu fl'I tiJ.j to the Chinese at 

the Three-Kingdom period. Under the heading Han-kuo }~i II in Ttmg-i-chttan the 

San-kuo-chih .=: m mf>, Chap. 30, Wei-chih ~ m,;, a passage reads "There is a people 

called Chou-hu 1-1'1 ii] (island savages) who inhabit a large island in the west of Ma

han JI§ }~}!. They are small in stature. Their language is different from Korean. 

Their hair is dressed like that of the Hsien-pei ftl+ -11p; only they wea.t leathers."(1) So 

it seems that they were a race with a language and customs entirely different from the 

Korean. Tan-fu-lo is given Jan-mou-lo !ir} .:$. ~ under the heading Pai-chi-kuo If 

1;Ilf ffl in Tttng-i-chttan in the Siti-shtt, and Tan-lo ti ~ in Ttmg-i-chttan of the T'ang-shtt 

}¥ff~- The fu-lo x ~ in Tan-fu-lo and mou-lo 4?- ~ in Jan-mou-lo is the translitera

tion of the Korean purit for the prefecture or castle, like pttru 1.:z and puru )( attached 

to the ending of the geographical terms in Hsin-lo-chi tfr ~ ~2 in the San-kuo-shih-chi 

.=: I@ £e. ~2 and Fu-Ji x £ in Pai-chi- chis ifdf ~2- Therefore, Tan-fu-lo Jft :J(_ ~ is 

a name adopted since the annexation of this island by Pai-chi-kuo. At the Three

Kingdom period it had been known by the name Chou-hu fl'I ir)g. Moreover, the 

(1) X7¥i'JH i1iA, ;(£ f~~~;;t r§#JJ i:p *,I%J:, ;~ A ;:J1JJ.11', ~ff}~ Wt~ jr-tj, 11 JJcfil.'l~~~.$, i£Ltf.~. 
(=- ~ ;t:5&= =- -r®ll ;t;J!t ~ii¥) 
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pronunciation of Jft is taJJJ, and that of l! tan, !! ~+I can not be taken as Jft x MTu 

from the standpoint of a student of pronunciation. 

If Tan-chmi lf. m,J was neither another name of Wo-kuo 1~ ml, Tan-fu-lo Jf'.t 

x ~ for Chi-chou-tao ipif f['[ JI:!5 nor Tan-chou ff j-1'[ for Ch'iung-chou-tao fj 1-1'1 JI:!5, and 

was quite diB;erent from I-chou ~ ffM Formosa, where could this distant island in the 

eastern sea have been except among the Loochoo archipelago ? The name Tan-chou 

again appears in a paragraph in the Chin-tan-p'ien :fit. f} • by PAo-p'o-Tzu f[Q, ,f:[- -f-

which reads y-ffj: i=j=i 7( 111.~ 1[!$i! ~ '@r ffi Z * ~ m,1 -._ 11+1 f* I~ v-1'1 ~ q#{ HI Z ~ B ¥1+1 ~ :/c 
fHI Ii ~+1-W ;It:;?( -[12. Though this passage is extremely abstruse, I should like to 

read it like this. "The largest island in the sea are such as Tung-weng-chou * 
~ ~H, Tan-chou ~ t!H, and Tsung-hsii-chou -~ 1lffe1 m,1 of Hui-chi iff ffi ; Yang-chii

chou ~~ g 0H T'ai-kuang-~hou ~ -Jt tl+I, and Yii-chou ~ tl+I, of Ch'u-chou 1.~t ~HI all 

rank lower." Here are given islands Tung~weng-chou, Tan-chou, and Tsung

hsii.-chou as the larger islands to be reached by a voyage from Hui-chi, and three 

islands Yang-chii-chou, T'ai-kuang-chou, Yii-chou as the smaller islands to be 

reached by a voyage from Ch'u-chou. As to this Tsung-hsi.i-chou ** I~ tl+I, 

Dr. lcHIMUR,A quotes from Wai-kito-chi 5'} ~ ic. under the heading Tung-i * ~ 
in the , T'ai-p'ing-yii-lan :7-( 2f-1fil[J Jf, Chap. 782, Ssu-i 12] ~- "Chou Hiang 1~ W~ 

embarked on the sea and reached Tsung-hsii. which abounds in cotton. It has 

over 3,000 households. Tradition says that they are descendants of Hsii Fu 

and his youths. Their customs are similar to those of the Wu people." mJ ti yz. 

1M: 1!-*t ij111, J: $- {fi, ~ = "f h~ ~, ~ ¾ 1#- )iii li1 ~ z. ~, JIDl 1~ W- ~ A- If this 

statement of the similarity of the customs of Tsung-hsii.-tao and Wu be well

gro~nded, it should be taken no doubt to refer, not to the Formosan natives with 

savage customs, but to the Loochoo people with a somewhat higher civilization. If 

Tan-chou "fl fHI and Tsung-hsii-tao ** I~ JtiJJ were two of the Loochoo Islands, Tung

weng-chou JFf_ ~ rHI no doubt referred to Formosa for the reason that in discussing 

the larger islands beyond the sea from Hui-chi ~ tf, such a large one as Formosa 

could not possibly have been ignored. Ko HuNG l!; i~, the author of the Pao-j/o-
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tzu fill ~:f- -=:F·, was a man of the earlier part of the Ch'in ~ dynasty and it follows 

that Formosa was also known by the name Tung-weng-chou among the Chinese. 

The Tung Jfl in Tung-weng-chou being an addition by the Chinese as in the case of 

Tung-ti ~t ~¾, it is likely that Weng-chou * V'!·I was the true name of tbis island. 

From what I have dwelt upon, you will deEnitely see that Tan-chou Ji ifM was 

one of the Loochoo Islands. As to the question which island of the archipelago 

it was, however, it is extremely difficult to give a deEnite answer. I have not yet 

arrived at an indisputable conclusion, but it is possible to offer here but a probable 

theory based upon fragmentary historical data. The purpose of Sun Chiian :fl tf 

of Wu~ dispatching a large army to conquer I-chou ~ i1J+l and Tan-chou l{v,!·j by 

no means consisted in an increase of geographical knowledge by exploring unknown 

regions ; but in his competition for supremacy with such powerful enemies as Shu 

Jo and Wei ,J,, he found necessity of expanding his territory beyond the seas and 

increasing armaments through improving natural resources and wealth. Communi

cation between Wu-kuo ~ ii and the two islands I-chou and Tan-chou must have 

been slight as is recorded in Wu-chih and the ignorance of real situations of the two 

islands caused by this scarcity of communication, it is presumed, led to much exag

geration as to the wealth of their natural resources and products. Otherwise, it was 

as reckless as building castles in the air that a great monarch like Sun Ch'iian should 

have attempted to send abroad a strong army of no less than ro,ooo menat-arms. 

Tan-chou was probably, not a general name for the whole Loochoo Islands, 

but a particular name for only one of them. If traders of this island voyaged as far 
.., 

as Hui-chi-prefecture· ,t- ffl flE of Wu ~ in order to sell the cloths they made in their 

own island, this island no doubt occupied among the islands a position most con

venient for carrying such foreign trade. A glance at the map of these islands shows 

that the largest in area is Okinawa Island, next Oshima, and then Tane. Y aku 

situated in the west of Tane is not as large ~s the three islands, but not the 

least in the archipelago. And because the two islands Tane and Y aku being 

situated in the northern part of the archipelago and nearest to the southern end of 
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KyushC1, the Japanese civilization and goods when going to the South Seas went 

' by way of these two islands, or were gathered together there first and then passed 

on and distributed among the islands lying in the further south. When commodities 

were imported to Ja pan from the South Seas, it was also most convenient to come 

through these two islands. For this geographical reason, of all the Loochoo Islands, 

Tane and Y aku had the most important position in communication: According to 

Japanese history, the first visit of the messengers of Y aku t{S( ~ or the present Y aku 

,ffi. !A. to the Japanese- court dated from the 20th year under the reign of the Empress 

Suiko t'l r!i" 5( £ (612 A. n.); and the first tribute paid by Tane $ nmffi or the 

prese~t Tane·fili r in the 6th year under the reign of the Emperor Te~mu X :fit 

X £ (678 A. n.); thus they were the earliest to pledge allegiance to the Japanese 

court. In the Shoktt-Nihongi, under the heading the 6th year in the reign of the 

Emperor Temmu X :m.t X £ a passage reads " The Tane people sent messengers 

to offe~ a map of Tane Island. The province is more than five thou sand ri 

· away from our capital and is situated in the sea in the south of Tsukushi 

i:p. Under the heading the 9th year in the reign of the Empress Jito 1:=!j ~ X ~ 

(695 A. D.), a passage reads "Ayano-Imiki-Hakase 3t ,8 ~t t1'Ji1 ± in the rank of 

Mukoni I~ ~Ji nt, Shimonoosa-Morota T ~fJ ii· lffi II-I · in the rank of Shinkivosan 

~ }P{ ~, and others were sent to investigate Tane where the savages lived." ~ :f95 

this seems not to refer to the present Tane _alone. So the Chirisanko :!'lli J.ID. ~ 
"" 

~ suggests " It is improbable that Tane Island $ wr.ffi mentioned in the Annals of 

the Emperor Temmu and the Empress Jito refers to the present f:fil: -=:f. Again 

Hakuseki ARAI tJi- 31:J: S 1=i in his Nanto-ko p.fi ~ ~ (A Study of the South Seas) 

argues "Tane here mentioned must be Loochoo. In those days the name of the 

foreigners in the South Seas were not definitely known. · Therefore, they were 

known by the names of the routes they took and Tane was the name of a route." 

J=iJi· i~ $ ntr.l!i ~ ~ ::Jt -!ft, ~ .Il:l:: z ~, rt fro: ~ ~, rift 15 * i¥, i~ IZ9 1t ii rw m, m1 ~ m1 ,fib 
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@Pitz ffr Fb -[iz,. Thus from the fact that the Annals of the Nara period regard 

Tane-no-kuni ~ jjtjlffi ffi as the name for all the Loochoo Islands, the importance of 

this island may be imagined. Again in the Annals of the Empress Gensh6 ::fc TI: 

x ~' a passage under the 6th year of Yoro ~ :;ls (722 A. D.) reads "There were 

~ome vacancies in the offices for Tane, Iki 1! 1!!x, and Tsushima ¥-t ~~ in the area go

verned by the Dazai Regional Office .. They werefilled with those picked-up among 

the officials in the Regional Office." 7-( .ft :i1g r:J-.1 ~ *}Jt ~ 1!fz :11-t ~~f.~ :fcJ W;Jg, ~ Ff? if 
A :Jfm 11!1 z, A passage under the 14th y.ear of TempJ18 x 2 p (742 A. D.) reads "The 

stipends of the officials irt Tane and other islands have been supplied by the 

governor of Chikuzen :g( ruu province from the remainings left over in the Regional 

Office. Rations of rice have been also supplied according to the rules with the rice 

raised in convenient provinces. · The officials ruling the three islands-Iki, Tsushi

ma ff Jt, Tane-rank with county governors" JJ'E f:r]. ~ ffjfil '!!f. if A ffi}J~ ~' % :g( m1J 

m 'i§'J ~ !ff1 H'f r!l] *tt, 0 JM- x ~ 19!! m :rn11:& -m- M~ z, J~t ~ ,!Jb (1: 1!!x it .F.0 ~ 1tJi) 11 im 
E'J. All this shows that the present Tane was favoured with special consideration 

by the Imperial court of the Nara period. 

The commercial activities of both Tane and Y aku both in the northern and 

southern seas during the Sui and T'ang periods may be traced in somewhat obscure 

and fragmentary documents. For example, there is. a passage in Liu-ch'iu-chuan 

of the SNi-shu which reads "The next year (the 4th year of Ta-yeh * * 608 A. n.) 

the Emperor again sent Chu K'uan to appease the people, but Liu-ch'iu did not 

obey. K'uan came back with cloth-armours. The messengers from Wo-kuo 

who came to China, seeing the articles, declared them to be of the kind used by 

I-hsieh-chiu ~ JB A (l) people." f:!Jj 6¥- (-}( * [rn 6¥-), ~'if 11 % '.rt !tt tm ;t_, t-fE ::Jt 7G 1ft, 

1rL :tm ~(: 7f!I ~~ TT□ i~, ~ {i m ~ 31~ ~if!, J[ Z 8, .tl1 ~ iB A ffl A f;Ji· Jfl -t/2. A glance at 

this ;~efe;ence does not tell whether the cloth-armours obtained by Chu-k'uan :$Jc;: 

. 1,[ were those manufactured by the Liu-ch'iu people or those imported into 

(r) According to the ancient Japanese pronunciation, 9if ;lm 0.. was iyaku. 
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by the I-hsieh-chiu ~ :!fB !A people. Since this book where it describes the customs 

of the people says " They weave threads and make armours," ~ ir,'y ~ l:j=l the cloth

armours in question surely were those made by the Liu-ch'iu people, and the cloth

armours used by I-hsieh-chiu ~ :!fB !A men were those bought from Liu-ch'iu-kuo. 

Moreover, the writer can produce evidence that some Tane and Yaku people 

during the T'ang period probably crossed the sea for trading with the province 

of Yueh ~ in the south-west. It is a very simple passage under the head

ing Jih-pen-kuo E * ffifil in the T'ang-shtt, Chap. 202, Tung-i-chuan * ~ {,W, which 

reads_" Among the islands in the east there are three lesser chiefs, Hsieh-ku ;!fl) t5,(1l 

Po-hsieh f!Bl :!fB,<2l and To-ni $ ffi; on the north they adjoin Hsin-lo ffr ff.I on the 

north-west Pai-chi s iT-f, and on the south-west the province of Yiieh 1~ across the 

sea. These islands are reported to produce silks, cottons, and q1rious articles." ;It ]R 

111.i 1l!tr! J:f=t, X ~ ;!fj) r5, iBl :!fB, $ ffi:::: ;J\ ::r, ~t ge: ¥fr ff.l, Es ~t s ¥~, Es r4J tJlt m.f['l, ~ li 

~ ;19 •!if:~. Hsieh-ku ;!fj3 r5 here like I-hsieh-chiu ~ ;!f~ !A in the Sui~shu refers to 

Yaku :f-~ JA or Yaku £i: .~.sfc in Japanese history, namely the present Yaku ~A; T~ni 

$ ft:, refers to Tane $ ~I or Tane ~ tl in Japanese history, namely the present Tane 

;ffil -=f-; but no definite island is assigned for Po-hsieh iBl ;!fj3. I am of_ opinion that this 

Haya fJ&:!fl3 is Haya 1f[ in the phrase 1q1 A (a Japanese tribe), referring to Satsuma 

and Osumi occupied by this people. The fact that the T'ang-shu in defining the 

boundaries C?f the three provinces gives Hsin-lo and Pai-chi on the north-west, and 

the province of Yiieh on the south-west evinces the existence of a sea-route extend

ing north and south from a point including these islands. Though silks and cottons 

are given as among the products of these islands, these places were not known as 

producing such goods at the T'ang period or at the Nara or Hei-an period in Japan; 

hence the silks and cottons mentioned in the book must be those the traders of 

Hsieh-ku :!fB r5 and To-ni $, ffi had imported from the distant provinces of Wu~ 

and Yueh m• We cannot say what were included in th_e curious articles ;19 •[f. 

(1) 1f-ll~ Yaku. 

(2) ~,FE:. Tane. 
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The mother-of-pearl works or art goods inlaid with the Nishikigai {frifJ ffil of Yaku no 

shima ,m A,~, commonly called Yaku-shells ,m A ffil (pecten irregu!aris) must have 

been among them. This phrase really meant, I believe, curious goods the traders 

of these islands imported from Formosa and the provinces of Wu ~ and Yi.ieh 

~- I have not succeeded in :finding passages evincing the frequent visits of the 

Loochoo people to the southern part of the Korean peninsula in the Sui or T'ang 

period ; but seeing that Hsin-lo and Pai-chi are given as the states on the northern 

boundaries of Hsieh-ku ;fj) ti, To-ni ~ Jg, and others, the existence of a sea-route 

between the archipelago and the peninsula may be inferred. According to a pape1· 

by Mr. MasukichiHASHIMOTO, some coins named Ming-tao l:f):l J] of the Chan-kuo ~Tu 
~ period were discovered in a shell-mound in the suburb of Nafa, Okinawa prefec

ture. Since they certainly had come by way of Korea, it is presumed that communi

cation between Korea and the Loochoo Islands dates from a very ancient period. 

Some may laugh at my idea that the Loochoo people living on those tiny islands 

knew the art of sea-faring in ancient times and ventured to frequent Ja pan and 

Formosa, even southern China. However, the very fact that the ancestors of these 

people had left the continent and successfully emigrated to these islands proves the 

possibility, does it not ? It was no wonder that their descendants, for want of 

resources on account of the scarcity of land, should have travelled on the sea as far 

as Wu or Yi.i.eh in search of trade. This is one of my reasons why I located Tan

chou ll fJ'i'I among the Loochoo Islands. If Tane and Yalrn were two islands a!-11.ong 

the archipelago which enjoyed a geographical advantage in travelling north anq 

south and collecting and distributing commodities, it is only natural that the traders 

of Tan-chou •ji 13+1 who in the Three-Kingdom period went out to trade with Hui

chi-prefecture ~ ft J·~ of Wu ~ should have been from either of these islands. 

Moreover, on account, of the extreme resemblance between the names Tan-chou 

.._ ~+I and Tane ~ )filil or the present Tane Tfil -f·, I further suggest that Tan-chou 

was very probably Tane-ga-shirr.ia T:fil -=f ,~. 

(Translated into English by Kazue Sugimura) 


